
   

‘SIGNED, SEALED, DELIVERED: THE IMPOSSIBLE DREAM’ 
FROM ‘TOUCHED BY AN ANGEL’ EXECUTIVE PRODUCER MARTHA WILLIAMSON 

 
Hallmark Movies & Mysteries – Sunday, October 4 

 

Created, executive produced and written by "Touched By An Angel" Executive Producer 

Martha Williamson, “Signed, Sealed, Delivered: The Impossible Dream” brings back Eric Mabius (“Ugly 

Betty”), Kristin Booth (“Orphan Black”), Crystal Lowe (“Smallville”) and Geoff Gustafson (“Primeval: 

New World”) for an emotional journey.  Mark Valley (“Fringe,” “Boston Legal”) and Broadway veteran 

Christina Bianco (“Forbidden Broadway,” “Application Pending”) guest star.   

The POstables – a special group of Post Office Investigators - are all in attendance at an 

emergency Senate committee hearing, declaring they have information that could help rescue a 

soldier and reunite her with her family, while Rita competes for the National Miss Special Delivery title 

in Washington, D.C.  

“Signed, Sealed, Delivered,” introduces a quirky quartet of civil servants in the Dead Letter 

Office who transform themselves into an elite team of lost-mail detectives. Their determination to 

deliver the seemingly undeliverable takes them out of the post office into an unpredictable world 

where letters and packages from the past save lives, solve crimes, reunite old loves and change 

futures by arriving late but always miraculously on time. The intrepid team is led by the charming and 

handsome, but idiosyncratic, Oliver (Mabius) who still considers the stamped and mailed letter to be 

the gold standard of human communication. His hapless team of dead letter experts are the free-

spirited Rita (Crystal Lowe, “Smallville”), oddly-intuitive Norman (Geoff Gustafson, “Primeval: New 

World”), and Shane (Booth), a beautiful, no-nonsense technophile. 

“Signed, Sealed, Delivered: The Impossible Dream” is one of a series of “Signed, Sealed, 

Delivered” movies being produced for Hallmark Movies & Mysteries, expanding the franchise that 

drew a passionate, loyal fan base when it originally aired on Hallmark Channel. The movies are 

produced by Muse Entertainment in association with MoonWater Productions. Executive producers are 

Martha Williamson (“Touched By An Angel”), Joel S. Rice (“Northpole”) and Michael Prupas (“The 

Kennedys”). Harvey Kahn (“The Haunting Hour”) is the producer. Kevin Fair directs and serves as an 

executive producer of the movie. Story by Martha Williamson and Brandi Harkonen. Teleplay by 

Martha Williamson.  Created by Martha Williamson.   

 
Hallmark Movies & Mysteries on Social Media: Facebook, Twitter, Pinterest 

 
TWITTER: @HallmarkMovie, @Eric_Mabius, @kristintbooth, @RealCrystalLowe, @geoffgustafson,  

@MarthaMoonWater, #POstables  

 

Contact:  Chandler Hayes, 818-755-2490, ChandlerHayes@crownmedia.com  
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